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Abstract. This paper proposes an automatic salient object extraction
framework. Firstly, the saliency model are developed by applying the low
level color features and the boundary prior. The initial salient regions
are extracted by adaptive thresholding. Multiple classifiers are trained
with extracted initial region, which reflect color information of images
or adopt label propagation. Then, the labels for segmentation are generated automatically via classifier composition. Finally, the conditional
random field (CRF) model based on multi-feature fusion is applied for
salient object segmentation. Empirical study reveals that the proposed
algorithm achieves satisfying performance.
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1

Introduction

Object segmentation is a challenging problem in computer vision and it has wide
applications in areas such as object recognition, image classiﬁcation and image
retrieval, etc. Therefore, many methods have been proposed to extract interesting objects automatically. Salient object extraction can be formulated as a binary
labeling problem which assigns a unique label to each pixel (belonging to salient
object or background), and the labeling problem is often formulated as a minimization of the energy [1]. In the past few years, many energy formulations have
been developed which adopt either markov random ﬁeld (MRF) or conditional
random ﬁeld (CRF). The eﬃciency of methods mainly lies in how the appearance cues, such as color, texture or valuable high level information, are deﬁned
and incorporated into the segmentation model. In the context of salient object
segmentation based on saliency map, the key issue is how to utilize the saliency
model eﬃciently. Many works focus on incorporating the saliency information
into segmentation model directly. In [2], the saliency map obtained via maximal
symmetric surrounding region is directly exploited to construct the data term
for graph cut. In [3], saliency map and color similarity are used to deﬁne the two
complementary data terms and the weights for the two data terms are set adaptively. There also exist works which extract the initial regions of salient objects
based on the saliency models, so as to deﬁne more discriminative features for
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segmentation. In [4], the seeds of salient object/background are selected manually by thresholding on the saliency map and they are updated iteratively. In [5],
an iterative unsupervised salient object segmentation approach based on kernel
density estimation (KDE) and two-phase graph cut is proposed. In [6], a CRF
model is constructed to integrate cues such as color and context information.
There are also many strategies which extract initial salient regions based on the
proposed saliency map of high quality or design schemes that are more robust
than thresholding based on existing saliency models. In [7], convex hull analysis is performed on several binary object masks which are generated by diverse
saliency maps, to select the most compact shape to represent the object. In [5],
an initial segmentation is generated by thresholding on kernel density estimation based saliency model. In [6], an adaptive selection mechanism is designed
to select the minimal connected region of the saliency map as the initial segmentation of the salient object according to three measures, connectivity, convexity
and saliency.
In order to enhance the segmentation reliability, especially for complicated
images, and improve the overall segmentation quality, we propose an eﬃcient
saliency model which exploits the low level features, such as color contrast and
color distribution, and the boundary prior. Then, a initial segmentation of the
salient object is selected according to the saliency map. To extract the initial region more precisely, color Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and a semi-supervised
label propagation method are applied to generate seeds automatically via classiﬁer composition. Then, the seeds for salient objects and background are generated automatically, and they are used to train the appearance cues for segmentation. Finally, a CRF model is constructed for obtaining the ﬁnal segmentation
results. The main contributions of the paper are summarized below:
1 An automatic segmentation algorithm that can extract object from background
without any interaction is proposed.
2 A saliency model that integrates low level features of images and prior information related to boundaries of images is developed.
3 An automatic labeling scheme based on classiﬁers composition is presented.

2

Saliency Model Combination

Color Contrast and Color Distribution: Color contrast is inspired by the
observation that color components of a salient object may have a strong contrast to their surroundings. Assume that an image is divided into regions (or
superpixels) Ri , i ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., N }. Then, region i’s color contrast saliency Sicon
is computed according to the deﬁnition in [8]:
Sicon =



Dc (Ri , Rj )Ds (Ri , Rj ),

(1)

j=i

where Dc (Ri , Rj ) is the color distance between the two regions, and Ds (Ri , Rj )
is the spatial distance between the regions Ri and Rj .
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The distribution of color information in Ri , Didist is deﬁned in eq. (2) according
to the deﬁnition in [8]:

C
wij
(pj − pi )2 .
(2)
Didist =
j=i

In eq. (2), pi describes the average position of superpixel i and pi is the weighted
C
is the weight corresponding to color similarity between the
average position. wij
region i and region j. The regions with higher distribution variances may have
lower saliency, so we deﬁne the color distribution saliency as:
Sidist = 1 − Didist .

(3)

Boundary Prior: In an image, the object near to the boundary is less-likely
to be the salient object. Geodesic distance is computed based on the nearest
background nodes ΩB which are selected by an method similar to [9]. For the
pixel m, the distance is deﬁned as g(m) = mins∈ΩB dg (s, m). The geodesic distance is computed based on the length of a discrete path:
L(Γ ) =

n−1


(1 − γg )d(Γ i , Γ i+1 )2 + γg  ∇(Δi ) 2 .

(4)

i=1

where Γ is an arbitrary discrete path with pixels deﬁned as {Γ 1 , ..., Γ n }.
d(Γ i , Γ i+1 ) is the Euclidean distance between two points (Γ i and Γ i+1 ). Then
the distance is deﬁned as dg (a, b) = minΓ ∈Pa,b L(Γ ). We use the parameter γg to
weight two kinds of distances: the Euclidean distance and the distances computed
based on image gradient. For quick computation, the fast marching algorithm is
used [10] to compute the geodesic distances. Then, the saliency model related to
boundary prior is SiBd = g(i).
Similar to [8], the nonlinear combination of color contrast, color distribution
and boundary prior S cmb is deﬁned by eq. (5),
Sicmb = Sicon × Sidist × SiBd .

(5)

The initial salient object region extracted based on saliency map is deﬁned as
IN T R = {i|Sicmb ≥ η}, the background region is IN T B = {i|Sicmb < η}. The
adaptive threshold η = 1.5 × Smean where Smean is the mean saliency over the
entire saliency map.

3
3.1

Classifier Composition for Automatic Labeling
Classifier Based on Color Information

The basic features for pixel p is RGB color and the feature vector is represented
as Ip = RGBp . We deﬁne FG to represent the salient object and BG to represent
the background. The color information contained in the sets IN T R and IN T B
are modeled as Gaussian mixture model (GMM), respectively. Let the color
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Fig. 1. The flow-chart of automatic seed generation. The pixels marked as red are the
labels for objects and pixels marked as blue are background labels.

models be represented by GMM {αc , μc , Σc }C
c=1 in the RGB color space, where
αc , μc , Σc represent the set of weight, mean color and covariance matrix of the
c−th component, respectively. The mixture distribution of Ix can be formulated
as a linear superposition of Gaussians in the form:

αcl N (Ix |μcl , Σcl ), l ∈ {F G, BG},
(6)
V (Ix |l) =
c

where {αcl , μcl , Σcl } represent the weight, the mean color and the covariance
matrix of the c−th component learned from color information of class l, l ∈
{F G, BG}. In our experiments, GMM with 5 components are used to represent
the color models in each class. Then, the posterior probability at each pixel p of
the image is:
Pgmm (Fp = l|Ip ) =

V (Ip |l)
, l ∈ {F G, BG}.
V (Ip |F G) + V (Ip |BG)

(7)

The basic classiﬁer is a function mapping the image space to ﬁgure-ground classiﬁcation space:

1, p(Fi = F G|Ii ) > p(Fi = BG|Ii )
Hcol (p(Ii ; Fi )) =
(8)
0, p(Fi = F G|Ii ) ≤ p(Fi = BG|Ii ),
where p(Fi |Ii ) is the posterior probability associated with label Fi at pixel i. Fi
is the label at pixel i and Fi ∈ {F G, BG}.
3.2

Classifier Based on Label Propagation

Given a point set X = {x1 , ..., xl , xl+1 , ..., xn } and a label set L = {1, ..., c}.
The indication vector is y = {y1 , ..., yn }T , in which yi = 1 if xi is labeled as
salient object, and yi = 0 otherwise. We set yi = 1 for pixel i ∈ IN T R. Let
f : X → Rn represent a propagation function which assigns a value fi to each
point xi . A graph G = (V, E) is built on the points set. The edges E are weighed
by an aﬃnity matrix W = [wij ]n×n . Given the graph, the degree matrix is
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D = diag{D11 , ..., Dnn }, where Dii =



wij . Similar to [11], the optimization

j

label propagation problem is:
min

f :f (x)∈R

Q(f ) =

1
2

n 
n

k=1 j=1


ωkj

2
√ 1 fk
Dkk

−

√1
Djj

fj

n


+θ

2

(fk − yk ) ,

(9)

k=1

where θ controls the balance between the smoothness constraint and ﬁtting constraint. The result function with unnormalized Laplacian matrix is:
f ∗ = (D − αW )−1 y,

(10)

1
where α = 1+θ
. f ∗ can be also interpreted as a probability and we deﬁne Plp =
∗
f . Then, the classiﬁer related to label propagation is described as:

1, f ∗ (Ii ) > τ
(11)
Hlab (f (Ii )) =
0, f ∗ (Ii ) ≤ τ,

where τ is the adaptive threshold and we set τ = 1.5 ×
3.3



f ∗ (Ii )
.
n

Automatic Labeling

To divide the image region into several regions via Classiﬁer Composition. Two
basic pixel sets A = {i|Hcol (i) > 0} and B = {i|Hlab (i) > 0} are deﬁned. Ā and
B̄ are the related complements.
C1 = {i|i ∈ A ∩ B}, C2 = {i|i ∈ A ∩ B̄},
C3 = {i|i ∈ B ∩ Ā}, C4 = {i|i ∈ B̄ ∩ Ā}.

(12)

We use pixels in C1 to generate the foreground seeds LF . The pixels with low
saliency value is contained in set SAL = {i|S cmb (i) < 0.1}. The pixel in set
D = C4 ∪ SAL is utilized to generate the background seeds. We shrink the
initial region C1 to avoid inexact boundaries and form an accurate object labels.
By shrinking pixels in set D, a ring region is obtained which are taken as the
background labels LB. The process of automatical labeling is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4

Formulation of Salient Segmentation

Image segmentation can be modeled with a conditional random ﬁeld (CRF).
Consider a random ﬁeld F deﬁned over a set of variables {F1 , F2 , ..., FN }. The
domain of each variable is a set of labels L = { 1 , 2 , ..., k }. Let I = {I1 , .., IN }
be the observed data corresponding to image information and N is the image
dimension. Ii is the feature vector at pixel i and Ii = {RGBi , LABi , Sicmb }. Fi
represents the label assigned to pixel i. In our model, two features, color model
Pgmm and label propagation probability Plp are used. Let w be an N × 2 matrix
and w = {w1 , w2 }, where wi = [wi1 , wi2 , ..., wiN ]T is an N -dimensional vector
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Fig. 2. Segmentation results of our method. The corresponding results are listed next
to the original images.

related to a feature. We formulate the segmentation problem as a binary labeling
task and the energy function E(F |I, w) takes the form:
E(F |I, w) = w1T E1Col (F |I) + w2T E1Lp (F |I) + τ E P air (F |I).

(13)

The energy function E1Col (F |I) is the energy related to color information and
represents the single-site clique potentials related to label propagation
probability. E P air (F |I) is the pair-site clique potentials and the parameter τ is
a control weight for the pairwise constraint. We set τ = 1 in the experiments.
In the process of CRF construction, labels LF , LB (described in section 3.3)
are used to compute Pgmm and Plp . Then, the common unary potential for two
features is:
E1Lp (F |I)

Col/Lp

Col/Lp

Col/Lp

(F |I) = {V1
(F1 ), ..., VN
(FN )}T ,
E1
Col/lp
V1
(Fq = l) = − log(Pgmm/lp (Iq ; Fq = l)).

(14)

In the experiments, we set wi = {0.5, 0.5}T . The pairwise term between neighbor
nodes is computed based on the low-level features (such as RGB color, LAB color
and saliency value). The related pixel pairwise term is deﬁned as:
E pair (i, j) = exp(−|Ii − Ij |/2σ 2 ), i, j ∈ N EB,

(15)

where N EB is set of pixels in neighborhood and σ = 0.5 for the experiments.

5

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our method on Berkeley [15] and
Weizmann [13] databases. Some segmentation results are illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Performance comparison of our method with other segmentation methods: Fmeasures of our method and 4 state-of-the-art segmentation algorithms by evaluating
them on the Weizmann single object database.
Methods
[6] With auto-context cues
Proposed Framework
[6] Without auto-context cues
[12] Unified approach
[13] Cues integration
GMM+Initial
Label Propagation+Initial
[14] Texture segmentation

F-measure(%) Remarks
0.91±0.013
Automatic
0.89±0.002
Automatic
0.88±0.011
Automatic
0.87±0.011
interactive
0.86±0.012
Automatic
0.86±0.011
Automatic
0.85±0.012
Automatic
0.83±0.016
Automatic

Empirical results show that our method can extract salient object eﬃciently,
and is able to deal with the images with weak boundary or complex background.
recision
The F-measure score (F = 2·Recall·P
Recall+P recision ) is computed as well for objective
comparison on Weizmann single object segmentation database, and the result is
listed in Table 1. We compare our method with four state-of-the-art methods and
the F-measure scores of these methods are quoted from [6]. Based on the initial
seeds (described in Section 3.3), the scores of segmentation results using CRF
(described in Section 4), by GMM classiﬁer in eq. (8) and by Label Propagation
classiﬁer in eq. (11) are presented in Table 1 as well. It is noticed that the Fmeasure score of our method (using CRF) outperforms all the baselines except
for the result of [6], which applies the context cues. The performance of our
method can be further improved by integrating more discriminative features or
reﬁned iteratively.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a framework to extract salient objects from images automatically. Firstly, we propose a saliency model to estimate the initial
object region exploiting the low level color features and prior information. Secondly, the seeds are generated automatically by classiﬁers composition to obtain
more precise initial region. Finally, a CRF model is constructed to extract the
salient objects. Experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve
better performance than baselines on some popular segmentation benchmarks.
In future work, we will explore how to incorporate high-level classiﬁers into the
proposed segmentation model.
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